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717.737.4562

We have high efficiency systems to fit any budget.
ALWAYS MAKE THE SURE CALL

PA9401
*0% financing available to qualified homeowners; minimum monthly payments required.  Warranty period is five years if not registered in 90 days.  Jurisdictions where warranty restrictions are not allowed
automatically receive a 10-year parts warranty.  See warranty certificate at carrier.com. Call for complete details.

®

4-Time Winner
Highest Dealer Honor

Before the invention of modern air conditioning,
hot,steamy weather often meant lost workdays and sleepless

nights.  Willis Haviland Carrier designed the first modern air conditioning
system, launching an industry that would fundamentally change the way we

live, work and play.

If you want Peace of Mind, Turn to the Experts:  Leggett, Inc.
Carrier   with 120 years of innovation.  Leggett, Inc. with 57 years of great customer service®
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Willis Haviland Carrier, an engineer best known for inventing modern air
conditioning.  Carrier’s first electrical air conditioning system was used
to dehumidify air in a printing press.

Willis Carrier’s Rational Psychrometric Formulae brought science he formulated with a slide rule, his knowledge
and expertise to what had been a wild-guess-design of air conditioning systems, and in the process made
Carrier an international name.  The chart is still used by engineers to this day.

Willis Carrier completed a “compact, concise, and complete book on air” which engineers used to “design, specify,
sell, buy, service, or operate equipment that handles air.”  The formulas that Carrier’s scientific method presented
to the industry are still valid today.

Willis Carrier formed the Carrier Corporation, a company specializing in the manufacture and distribution of heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning systems.

Carrier Engineering is still pioneering the way forward by investing in advanced research and development and
partnering with the Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency toward creating sustainabilty
when it comes to protecting the earth’s limited resources and environment.

Sustaining Carrier’s Vision
Willis Carrier’s legacy lives on today as the company he founded continues to reinvent the industry and shape the world we live in.
Carrier leads the industry with energy-efficient products and manufacturing practices.  Every day, Carrier brings productivity and
comfort to the world through new innovations - all built on energy efficiency and sustainability.

So, turn to the experts, Carrier & Leggett, Inc.

0% financing
available for up to 6 years!*

Maintenance Plans with priority
service and discounted pricing available.

Ask about current Carrier
and utility company rebates.

Willis Carrier




